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Abstract 
Most epidemiological models of sexually-transmitted diseases (SID's) consider populations of single · 

individuals. These models assume that every encounter by a susceptible possibly involves a different partner and 
such individuals get infected, with a constanr:ptobability per encounter, by infected partners. In order to match. the 
model with data it is assumed that the probability of infection per "encounter" sums over all sexual contacts during 
a partnership. Although in reality the majority of individuals live in steady partnerships, it is usually assumed that 
these models are good approximations. . .· . .· · . . · .. · > . 

Models that use a different approach show other results. This paper presents a brief overvie'Y ~f r.ecent 
models that take into account pair formation and explicitly follow pairs in the equations. :The effect ofprostitution · 
on the Dietz/Hadeler model is investigated. Some resultS are compared with.those from the usual·'~single" models 
without pairs. Simulations show that the disease can spread up to three times more slowly:inpair formation 
models than in the approximated models without pairs. · ·. · ·.· · · '· ' '.:?'. ·'·' < ,:;,, · ' ~r' · ' · 

1. Pair Formation and Mixing 

Population.structure determines the pattern of the spread of a disease. In the AIDS epidemic; for 
example, there appear to be several risk groups with nonproportional mixing among them. 
Mixing behavior recently has received a great deal of attention (see for example Jacquez et al. 
(1988), Sattenspiel and Simon (1988), Hyman and Stanley (1988,1989), Blythe and Castillo
Chavez (1989)). However, most of the studies of sexually-transmitted diseases (SID's) 
concentrate on homosexual populations and have not dealt with the heterogeneities introduced by 
two sexes and pair formation. Although the majority of individuals live in steady partnerships, 
these models do not follow pairs in the equations. They implicitly assume that the duration of 
partnerships is zero and that all sexual contacts happen instantaneously. This approximation may 
be justified in highly sexually active subgroups, but otherwise one has to take into account the 
fact that pairs of susceptibles are practically immune and that pairs with at least one infected 
partner do not spread the disease outside the pairs as long as they remain together and do not 
.e other partners. This can strongly influence the initial phase of an epidemic because the 
majority of existing pairs consist of susceptible individuals. 
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It is therefore important in the modelling of sexually transmitted diseases, as in human 
demography, to have a mathematical description of the formation and dissolution of pairs. 
~ixing behavior of individuals produces one constraint on pair formation. Before the formation 
W£ a pair there must be an encounter between possible partners. A first approach to pair 

formation is thus the "encounter-mating" model, in which pair formation involves two steps: the 
encounter of a possible partner and the decision whether to "mate". The mixing pattern 
determines the encounter step. The decision to mate is often treated as instantaneous step but this 
may not be true. Individual preferences are often not easily recognizable at the first encounter 
(Gimelfarb (1988a,b)) .. The two terms "mixing" and "preference" are often confused. The terms 
refer to different phenomena: mixing describes which individuals are met, preference describes 

.. -
which individuals are. likely to be chosen (for instance as partners). Whereas mixing between 
subgroups must be symmetric, i.e. subgroup i mixes as many times with subgroup j as subgroup j 
mixes with subgroup i, preferences need not be symmetric. In models to describe mixing 
patterns in: AIDS, preferences often are not considerea~~--.,--

Until about 1947 all population models considered only one sex. They typically focused on 
the female population because births are more easily attributable to the mother. But the same 
models were also applied to the male sex. Kuczynski (1932) calculated the female and male net 
reproduction numbers for France 1920-3 (the average number of daughters (sons) that will be 

·born to a female (male)) and he found the female rate to be 0.977 and the male rate to be 1.194. 
One~sex.nioqels.·would therefore predict either a decrease or an increase of the population, . . ·~:g on the re:. ~~:~ ~ thattime explained these differences in the rates as being due 

-- _., ' .--;· - .. ,-. ' ··-

As a f"rrst attempt ~o ov,ercome the inconsistencies in one-sex population models, A. H. 
Pollard (1948) attributed artificially the number of male births to females and the number of 
female births to males. Kendall (1948) suggested some different deterministic approaches to this 
so-called "two-sex problem". First he considered the simplest one-sex model 

x' =(A.- J!) x, - (1). 

where x(t) is the number of females at time t, A. the birth rate and J.1. the death rate. Then he 

generalized this equation to two sexes: 
x' = -J!X + 1/2 A(x,y), 

y' = -J!y + 1!2 A(x,y), (2) 

where the term A(x,y) is symmetric in x andy and describes the births due to males and 

females. It is easy to see by subtracting one equation from the other, that an initial excess of one 
sex will disappear in time in this model. Later Kendall (1949) considered a model that explicitly 
followed single females x, single males y, and couples p: 

x' = -J.lx + (A.+ J!)p - <p(x,y), 

e y' = -j.ly + (A.+ J!)p - <p(x,y), (3) 

p' = -2J.lp + <p(x,y), 



where the birth and death rates A. and J.1 are the same for males and females. cp(x,y) describes ·the 
number of new pairs. Kendall assumed cp(x,y)to be p min(x,y), p = const~ Although this model· 

.· ;~~- . 

. ,.j.s quite realis~ic, !t has the disadvantag~ of _assuming that male and female biJth ·and death rates · 
Wire equal, whtch ts often a poor approXllllation. · · · ... ·· ··. · ··~ 

Since 1949 numerous authors have worked on the two.sex problem. Keyfitz (1972), Parlett 
(1972) and J.H.Pollard (1973) designed and discussed models with different matingfuflctions 
and understood that a realistic mating function is definitely nonlinear.; McFarland (1~72) and 
Fredrickson (1973) specified some conditions that had to be satis:fiedby a mating function: ·;· f 
(i) Definiteness: l 

In the absence of males and females there should be no 
pair formation, · 
cp{O,y) = cp{x,O) = 0. 

(ii) Homogeneity: .. · · ~ · ·: · . 
If the sex ratio remains constant, the pair formation increases ·.· 
proportional to the total population size, 
cp(ax,ay) = acp{x,y) for all a,x,y ~ 0. 

(iii) Monotonicity: · . 
The pair fo~tio~.increases if the n~ber of~e~·O.~ir •...•.... :.·r ..•. e .:·g:····.we~s}U:iCI'E~ase 
u>O, v>O then cp(x+u,y+v) ~ cp(x,y) foraU·x~y~O.' 

'.-·-; 

(4) 

A consequence ofthesecondcondition is thatall~tmg . ... . . . .. . .... ·, ~ .. ,.- ·. ~ 

e· ~x,y~.-~-~~~1:-~ . ,~,J;~xfY}_.,.· .•.. ',;., .. ,,_ .. -,. ··<··,', .•. ,_.-~"·-. :,. ,,,, ~-· :,U::~,,f0;~r:~w:i.:,f1i\,.·_;~~-:1·~,;L, •-)~ . ,, .. _fl);,, . , 
~ .. , ·. . where·· g and. h. areJunctiolls for x,y > 0 of one variable. Hence we' can,mterpret):he rit1fuber of· l 

' - ·. -. _,:-· . - ... -__ ·;····-~------,:_: .. .. ,~-::J_.-.;::-: ..... ->._:,t;r.-:·i -.-::J:~l_._--~---.-=---.. ~-: :· 

formed pairs per unittime as the number of.females.times a functionofthe nufuoot·of~es i>er ··· • 
female describing the availability of males (or: the )number of miles ;'tini~s~:hli~iheflb.~tion 

. . . ' ' '· .· • ·,. . "' ' '·~,,' c , ' • 

describing the availability of females). The most-\common examples in theJiterattirerare~the; . 
minimum function ..... · · · ' · · · · · >. •• ';t.t:: · 

cp(x,y) · = p min(x,y), (8) · 

the geometric mean 
cp(x,y) = p -.JXY, 

and the harmonic mean 
cp(x,y) = 2p xy/(x+y). 

(9) 

(10) 

These demographic models based on Kendall's model assume that the birth rate is linear in 
the number of pairs. To study the behavior, J. H. Pollard (1973) looked for exponential 
solutions. Hadeler et a1.(1988) confirmed this approach with the theory of homogeneous 
evolution equations. This theory has also the potential of being applicable to a wider class of 
population models and epidemiological models (e.g. Nold (1980), Busenberg and van den 

eiessche (1989), Busenberg et. al. (1989)). Hadeler et al. (1988) used this technique to 
investigate the qualitative behavior of a general two-sex model of the Kendall type. They added a 
break-up rate for pairs with a general pair-formation law, and showed that if the mortalities of 



males and females do not differ very much there is a globally attractive two-sex exponential 
solution with constant sex ratio (see also Yellin and Samuelson (1974)). Instead of birth rates 

~epending linearly on the number of pairs, one can also consider a constant recruitment rate 1C in 

~emographic models: 

x' = 1C- ).L"'\. + (cr + Jl)p - <p(x,y), 

y' = 1C- JlY + ( cr + Jl)p - <p(x,y), 

p' = -(cr + 2Jl)p + <p(x,y), 

(11) 

where cr is a constant break-up rate, Jl the death rate (independent of sex, for simplicity) and <p 
satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii). In this model exponential solutions do not play an essential role 
because the equations are not homogenous. There is always a globally stationary solution (x,y,p)~ 
where p is determined by the equation ~,~ 

/~ 

<p(Ki'Jl-p,Ki'Jl-p) = (cr+2Jl)p (12) 

If one assumes that the numbers of both sexes are approximately equal, then the mating 
functions (8)-(10) are essentially indistinguishable. What then is the value of discrimination 
among the mating functions? One area where the distinction becomes important is that of age-
structured models. Pair formation clearly depends strongly on the ages of the individuals and the 

eumbers in different age classes can ~ very different. ' ' -' ·' '' -, ii ,, ,; - : ·) '" ,-

:.-- - ., · · · Seve~Ipapers'abol.itmithlg'':inodels (e.g~ Goodm~ (1967),' Fredrickson (1971), Keyfitz 
I ' . ,. 

(1972), Hoppensteadt (1975), Staroverov (1977), Hadeler (1989a,b), and several others) have 
treated age structure, which I do not consider further in this paper. Goodman (1953) considers 
stochastic rather than deterministic models; other papers investigated mating functions in mo4e1s 
of population genetics (e.g. Wilson (1973), Wagener (1976) or Karlin (1979)). An application 
of preferred or assortative mating in one-sex models is presented in Levin and Segel (1982). 

2. Two-Sex Models in Sexually Transmitted Diseases 

Dietz (1987, 1988) and Dietz and Hadeler (1988) presented a two-sex model for diseases 
spread through sexual contacts among heterosexuals. They assumed that a pair begins with the 
first sexual contact and that an individual can be member of only one pair at a time. The 
.ulation is divided into eight disjunct classes: 

xo single females, noninfected; 



Xt single females, infected; 
yo single males, noninfected; 
Yt single males, infected; 
poo pairs, both partners noninfected; 
Pot pairs, only male infected; 
Pto pairs, only female infected; 
pu pairs, both partners infected. 

Individuals are recruited only into the noninfected single classes with a· constantirate' x. · Sitigle · 
.; . . females and males are' ~~oved ~th ooi1St8Df'&atii lites jlo'· (uitiDfeeted)or JJ.i'· (infecied), arid by· 

. ·:)·-,Jorirung a .pair. Pairs; erid by b~g-~iip :o~;by<.de~th' of olle.partner~·;Thei'break~up~rate is a· 
i>: constmt a. FUrthermore it is assUmed that the probability of infection in one. sexuat Contact is a 

. ·:·'·· cons~t hand that th.~r~verage num~r, of.~ contacts within a pair is P .. Then -~e model 
. equations read: T -'-' .. ·· · . · · ·.·· · · . 

dxo/dt = x: - J.1oXO + (po+a)poo +U!t+<J)pOl ~;<pro~ <p01; · · ··· · ' · ·· ·. · . ·:~;·': .. 

. >;·. ~~~f~~i~r~~)./~:~ .. ~-.:\ · · · 
• .. (13) 

· ~ .. :>l: ;~.:·1·~~-)i.~~~·-~~,\~~.j.JO~:t.w;;~~~~~::• .. :~?ri~::.·. '•";,::; · .. 
·' .··. 

dpu)/dt ~ -(p.l+J.l()+O'+hP)PlO +.(l .. h)(plo,. /?>kr,w: .• ,,, . . . .. · : :: .:· -~ · · \ 

dp~1(dt. -<2JLl+a?l>ii-~.hPP<>i.t .. ~P~1~;~·-;,~t+~·h<plo+<pu~:·;-· , ;.::_:· .•. · -;·· 
'• I I • • ~ • F ', ' • • • ' '; 

.. ;:' ' • .•. .·. : . ' >' ,.:.; ;"';~:;.;;.,.·.. ,< • . . . ' . . ~. ·. . ),.. :; 

><;~-;.This mQdel contains the demogmphic•moael(ll).ifthere is no infection· irithe population and I· . 
'. ·:.:···:: .. -~-~~-itthe Dietz/li~delerorPSI~ni~det:{Pili.irifmation- SI ~·model). The pair formation cp is·-

defmedby 

(14) 

which is derived from a model where males of type j meet females of type i with fraction 
xif(xo+x1) and mate with a constant rate Pij without competition (male dominance). Although 

this function satisfies the conditions (i}, (ii), (iii) it has the effect that for very small numbers of 
females there are a larger number of pairs formed than the total number of females. To avoid 
this problem the authors assume in their paper that the number of females is greater than or 
.ual to the number of males. 

. Alternatively, assume that females of type i will encounter males of types 0 and 1 in the 
proportions <Xio : <Xil and that males of type j will encounter females of types 0 and 1 in the 

.} 



proportions ~oj : ~1j, <Xio+<Xit=l and ~oj+~tj=l. Assume that <Xij and ~ij are density dependent, 

I.e. 

(15) 

Furthermore, again let be Pij be the probability that a female of type i forms a pair with a male 

of type j, given a meeting. Then 

<pij(XQ,Xt,YO,YI) = 

2pij <Xij Xi f3ij Yj I (<Xij Xi+ f3ij Yj). (16) 

This function is a generalization of the harmonic mean (10) and of the preferential mating in 
Levin and Segel (1982). If we assume random mixing, 

<Xij = Yj l(yo+Yt), ~ij =Xi l(xo+Xt), (17) 

the mating function (16) simplifies to (see also Hadeler and Ngoma (1989)) 

<pij(XQ,xt,yo,yi) = 

2pij xi Yj I (xo + x1 +Yo+ YI). (18) 

!i > ;·J";"":·:':·'·,;. ' 

If, furthermore, Xi= Yi for i=0,1 (18) is exactly the same function as (14). Dietz and Hadeler 
(1988) showed that there is always a trivial noninfected stationary solution (x0,xo,O,O,poo,O,O,O). 
They derived a threshold condition for existence of another stationary solution which is 
determined by the sign ofD,where 

D = hpOI [2J.1I{J!I+O') + O'(Jlo+O'+~)] 

- Jlt(2Jlt+O')(Pot+<H·Jlo+Jlt+h~). (19) 

Stability analysis is carried out for the special case with symmetric assumptions and no disease
induced mortality. 

Dietz (1988) compares these results to those of a simplified model which does not explicitly 
follow pairs. He matches the probability of infection appropriately by adjusting the parameters 
of the simplified model. Even so, with realistic parameters, the PSI-model reaches its 
equilibrium about three times more slowly than the approximate model. Also the equilibrium 

~revalence of the disease is significantly lower in the original model. 
• The Dietz/Hadeler model presents an initial step towards the development of more general 

models of disease transmission. A realistic approach to AIDS must take into account more 



complex social and sexual behavior. For instance the use of an average number of sexual contacts· . 
within a pair is doubtful. Furthermore, individuals can also get infected through sexual partners _ ·f 
other than their "social" partner, such as prostitutes or steady liasons. One should also·build:briih::·',: l 

eomosexual pairing and needle sharing by IV drug users into the model. Another 'idear.~is'~to . ~ 
~ extend the model to variable infectivity over time (see Castilla-Chavez (1989)). · · •· ·-. 

Hadeler and Ngoma (1988) considered a model similar to the PSI-model where they 
considered vertical transmission. In some diseases the time scales of the recruitment rate and of 
the demographic process are roughly equal. In this case it may be appropriate to defme the 
recruitment to be linear in the numbers ofpairs •. Mathematicilly the modeleontains_Kendall's , 
model (3) if there is no infection. In this .case expoiientW solutions play an Un.partant tole and . ; I 

· the authors use the stability analysis in Hadeier et. al. (1988). · .:.;:;< .)r ; -··· ·-· 

3. Pair Formation Models with Female Prostitutes 

· • • . • . · . . . - • .._ ·. . <-··-- · ~ .. -<_-._ . ;.-:· ::_ - -. ::.~) .. ;)~·i;.:_':··=;-;;~~:·-:·~ ,:.-·::i;_}--;~._-<~::}j-<.~ .. -:.:~-:-~H~:_;~.-i\:.-_:s.·::N.~?~=-_;:_:·,.:_~~:_:~-,-:;·~~-:~~-J:·;~:;~~-t>:-r~}:.-·~~---:_, 
.. _.· .. · _ Modelsomtttmg .· pau \ . .formation .and :Jhe_kPSI~t,nocjeH~~ay:·~~:~seen}r,~~.:~~9:r:~~~t;ne··_· 

·':t~~~rstoan!e~T=u!Wl~~~;ti~~~~~f~t~~t%f~!;~Ja~t,- ·, 
'teady partnership at a ·time~ Dieti(l988) showed,m'·siinmations· thafin·.the' PSI;modellhe \rims .. _ · ... ~· 

,,,,~,id~~;~~~~~~;;;~~~~:~~io&~::~=:~Tk~~~~~;~t~ 
p:irtnllr~t.R time, i.e. ifthey have liasons or\1sit~tUStitufes, it i!(ex#fed thiifilill''di~\~ ''!I 
spr~acl fas,~r .than ·in the_·_P~I-modeL But how mrlch ddes~·this.: aspect',ilifluellrie -~e·d~~~~se~(D({·" ... ,:_._z 

. •. pairfonna~on models. with more heterogeneitiesrsuch:as ·short-term· liasonS, still :shh~~th~t theSt/)•:: : t 
disease )s'.:~pread m~r¢'slowly and that the prevaten6e of infectives .·is lower' .than i}l.mti'dels . . ~· 
without parrs? In order to investigate these questions letus introduce two additional classes'of 
female prostitutes, Fo and F 1· Again, 0 means noninfected, 1 infected. For simplicity assume that 
the interaction of prostitutes and males consists of a single sexual contact With duration zero. 
Prostitutes become infected through males and transmit the virus into the male population but 
have no interaction with females (see Fig.2). Let 'lfsdt and 'lfcdt be the number of sexual contacts 

per unit time with prostitutes by single men and paired men respectively. One can assume that 'l's 

and 'l'c are linear in the male variable, 

'l'sCFi,yj) := 8yjFi/CFo+F1), 

.cCFi,pkj) := q,kjFJ(Fo+Ft). 

(20) 

(21) 



Let 1Cp be the constant recruitment rate of noninfected prostitutes and Vo,Vl the rates at which 

noninfected and infected prostitutes retire from their business. Let the "social" pair formation be 
described by the harmonic mean function (16). Since my interest is to look at the possible effects 

4t>f prostitutes in the dynamics of a STD, we start by random mixing (17 ,18). The new model 
reads: 

dxo/dt = 1C- JloXO + (Jlo+o')poo +(Jll+a)pol- <poo- <p01; 

dyo/dt = 1C- JloYo + (Jlo+a)poo +(J.l1+a)p10- <poo- <p10- h'l's<FhYo); 

dx.lfdt = -Jl.1X1 + (J.lo+a)p10 +(J.l1+a)pn - <p10- <pn; 

dy1/dt = - J.11Y1 + (J.lo+a)pOl +(J.l1+a)pn - <po1 - <pn + hws(F~,yo); 

dpoo/dt = -(2Jlo+a)poo + <poo- h'lfc{Ft,poo); 

dPolfdt = -{Jlo+J.11+a+hf3)p01 + (1-h)<p01 + h'lfc<F~tPoo); 

dp1o/dt = -(J.1I+J.lo+a+hf3)p10 + (1-h)cplo- h'lfc{Fl,P10); 

dpn/dt = -(2Jll+a)pn + hf3p01 + hf3p10 + h<p01 + hcp10 + <pn 

+ h'lfc(Fl,P10); 

dFo/dt = 1Cp - voFo - h'lfs{Fo,yl) - h'lfc{Fo,p01) - h'lfc{Fo,pn); 

dFlfdt = -v1F1 + h'lfs{Fo,yl) + h'lfc{Fo,p01) + h'lfc(Fo,pn). 

I will call this model the PSI+P model. 

(22) 

Again·there is always a noninfected state (Xo,io,O,O,poo,O,O,O,Fo,O). Assume that the rate of 
pair formation does not depend on the infection 

Poo= POl= P10= Pn = P, (23) 
and furthermore that the pair formation rate with prostitutes is the same for single and co~pl~,d 
men, 

(24) 

The Jacobian of the system in the noninfected state shows the stability behavior in this infection
free state. After some cumbersome calculations one gets the threshold condition 

D1 = vo1Ch2[(dip2+d2P+d3)(2Jlo+a) + (fip4f2P+d3)p]e2 

+ (llp4hp+l3)KFJ1o(p+2Jlo+an) 

for the noninfected state to be locally asymptotically stable. Here 

d1 = -[J.1Ia(l-h)2 + b2] < 0, e d2 = -2J.11CI((1-h)a + b] < 0, 

(25) 



d3 = -J..LICI2(2J.!I+O') < 0, 
f1 = d1 + h2ac2 < 0, 
f2 = -[ci{a(2J..L1(1-h)+h2J3)+2J.!Ib} + h2(32(1-h)a] < 0, 

-1 = VIb[(l-h)J.!I(2J.!1+0')-hcrc2], 

h = 2VIJ.!I2CI[(l-h)a+b] > 0, 

l3 = V1(2J.!I+O')J.!12c12 > 0, 

and a·= J.!1+0', b = h(J1<>+0'+(3)+Jlr, C1 = J.l<>+Jli+O'+h(3, 

C2 = Jlo+J.11+0'+(3. 

If there is no pair formation with prostitutes (8 = l; = 0), then the threshold condition is identical 

to that in the Dietz/Hadeler model. Fix h,J.l<>,J..Lr,O', (3,vo,v1,1C,Kp and vary p, e. Then we have the 

two cases: 

Case 1 (11 < 0) 
If the average number (3 of sexual contacts within a pair or the infection probability h 1s 

"high", then It < 0, and we get the following domain of stability: 

..a.air formation rate 
• th prostitutes 

e 

Case 2 (11 > 0) 

-12 -~ 1~ - 41113 
211 

p 
pair formation rate 
of "social" pairs 

If (3 or h is "low" then It > 0. In that case the "social" pair formation does not play an 

important role in the spread of the disease. For every p there is an interval [0,80] where the 

cwase-free equilibrium is still stable. 



pair formation rate 
vith prostitutes 

p 
pair formation rate 
of "social• pairs 

In order to understand the effect of considering a class of female prostitutes in pair formation 
models let us approximate another model. If the break-up rate cr tends to infmity in the PSI+P 

model we arrive at the following model which neglects pairs: 

dxo/dt = K - J!<>XO - 2kqxoyif(xo+xt+Yo+Yt); 

dyofdt = K- J.L<>Yo- 2kqxtyof(xo+xt+Yo+Yt) - h9yoFti<Fo+Ft); 

dxt/dt = - JltXI + 2kqxoyt/(xo+xt+Yo+Yt); 

.,t/dt =-:- JltYI + 2kqxtyof(xo+xt+Yo+Yt) + h9yoFt/(Fo+Ft); , 

dFofdt = Kp- vofo - h9ytFof(Fo+Ft); 

dFifdt = - VtFt + h9ytFo/(Fo+Ft). 

(26) 

Here k is the number of partners per unit time and q is the probability of getting infected from 
one partner. This model assumes that all sexual contacts with one partner occur at the same time. 
k and q take the place of the parameters p, cr, ~' h in the original model. For this model the 

threshold (compare with (25)) is 

(27) 

To get a sense of the difference between these models with and without pairs, let us assume 
some realistic values for the parameters. In the noninfected state the total number of (single and 
coupled) females and males must each be K/Jlo. Let K be 200,000 per year and Jl<> = 0.02 per year, 

so£at the number of individuals at risk in the infection-free state is 20 million (Hethcote and 
Y!fe (1984)). Let us further assume that 1Cp is 16,667, Vo = 0.067 and Vt = 0.125 per year. Then 



' . in the infection-free equilibrium we have about 250,000 prostitutes. Let p be 4.5 per year, e be 1 

and cr be 0.46 per year, f.lt = 0.1, h = 0.002 and J3 =100 per year. To match the probability of 

infection and the pair formation rate in both models, we use the formulas e = (J-4> + cr)-1 + p-1 

and (28) 

q = 1 - (1-h)C, where c = 1 + J3/(J..i<> + cr) 
as in Dietz (1988). We then calculate k = 0.43 and q = 0.342 per year. 

These parameters yield case 1 in the pair formation model (22). For both models PSI+P and 
(26) the infection free state is unstable. The models differ in the time to approach the 
equilibrium. Simulations show that if the noninfected state is unstable, there is always an 
endemic equilibrium. The model without pairs reaches its equilibrium more than twice as fast as 
the original model with pairs. The infection prevalence in the endemic equilibrium is 
significantly lower in the pair formation model (see Fig. 1). 

~ 
Maximum Equilibrium 

after %infected after %infected 
Model without 148.5 348.5 
pairs (26) yeers 31.4 ~ yeers 31.1~ 

B = 0 

PSI+P model 513.5 689 
yeers 14.8 ~ yeers 14.8 ~ 

B = 0 
Model without 148 349.5 
pairs (26) yeers 32.1 ~ yeers 31.5 ~ 

B = 1 

PSI+P model 488 665.5 
yeers 15.3 ~ yeers 15.3 ~ 

B = 1 

Fig. 1 : Comperi3on of simula.tioi13 of the PSI+ P model and model (23). The time 10 
equilibrium is me83ured vhen the distance of the trajec10xy and the equilibrium 
is for the l83t time more than 1000 individuals. 
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Fig.2: Possible interactions in a tvo-sex model of heterosexuals vith prostitution. 

Discussion 

A brief overview of pair formation and two-sex models in epidemics has been presented. The 
model of Dietz and Hadeler has been extended by considering an additional class of female 
estitutes to look at the effects of female prostitution on the dynamics of pair formation models. 
It was assumed that prostitutes interact only with the male population. Social structure other than 
sex still has been ignored. 



Simulations indicate that only high values of 9, the rate at which males visit prostitutes, alter 
the course of the disease significantly. This result depends strongly on the transmission 
probability per sexual contact. As in the Dietz/Hadeler model, a comparison to a model not 

~plicitly considering pairs shows that the prevalence of the disease in the pair formation model 
is much lower than in the model without pairs, even if prostitution is considered. Whereas in the 
model without pairs the equilibrium prevalence for certain realistic parameters is about 30%, 
the pair formation model with female prostitutes shows a prevalence of about 15%. Simulations 
indicate also that the equilibrium is reached twice as fast in the model without pairs. (see Fig.1). 

In reality prostitutes are not a social class "outside of society"; their mixing behavior is 
much more complex. In models with prostitution there are a lot of uncertainties. Estimates of the 
number of prostitutes in the United States lie inbetween 80,000 and 800,000 (Castilla-Chavez, 
personal communication). It is also difficult to get an idea of the magnitude of e. 

Unfortunately pair formation models are very cumbersome to analyze and the number of 
parameters that have to be estimated is very large. Although simulations cannot replace 
analytical treatment, one may get some useful insights into the behavior of these models. 
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